Servicom & Education

Safety and Security in Educational Establishments

About Servicom

Campus security is no longer something that educationalists can take for granted. With
governments setting targets for security in schools and universities Servicom can design and
install a system to meet your needs.

In the company’s three decades Servicom have grown;
moved forward with the rapid pace of change in the
communications industry. We’ve an ongoing commitment
to training and education for our own staff; working at the
leading edge of technological developments.

Digital radio can help to establish a safe learning environment by enabling reliable
communications and allowing staff to be more productive. However large or small your site
Servicom have a solution. Digital radio offers more than voice communications. Additional
services include Lone Worker, Man Down, GPS Tracking for outdoor positioning, BlueTooth
beacon technology for locating radios (and therfore people) for in-building use and wireless
connection to phone systems. Bringing all this together frees up valuable staff time for key
productive tasks.

It’s a core part of our business to be the extra team member;
there to help you identify how communications can help. As
well as outright purchase schemes we offer a broad range
of managed services to meet the needs of any organisation.

For every Campus

System Features:

Schools and universities are as individual as the staff and students that occupy them. Larger
campuses have safety and security needs that mirror those of many commercial organisations.
By looking at the way communication takes place through radio systems it opens up the
possibility of automating other processes.

• System Integration with site access control
• Feature rich voice and data for multiple user groups
• Encrypted private calls and data messages
• Personnel and asset tracking

We can work with academic management teams to integrate fire alarms, gates and doors.
Restricted and general access areas can be differentiated between – allowing entry to the right
people at the right time.
Radio systems can be key – allowing staff to move away from campus with students while
staying in control of both people and information. Additionally radios can be integrated into
the landline telephones and WiFi systems to provide round the clock, up to date information.
Grounds staff and other solitary workers can be safeguarded with Lone Worker and Man Down
functionality. Internal location beacons around the campus can offer real-time coordinates
mapping integrated for use inside buildings, and additionally external GPS device locations, will
allow for tracking of any device users.
Campuses across the full spectrum all have their own unique security needs. Our adaptable
two-way radio solutions also work back to back allowing them to be taken out of the school
environment and used to support school trips, helping heads and governors meet their duty
of care.
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• Back to Back mode of operation for off-site working
• Lone Worker and Man Down alarm options

